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Construction Accounting Software Upgraded by Five-Star Construction
Software Producer

MICS, the producer of Builder Information System (BIS®), has released an upgraded version of
BIS® that offers enhanced project management capabilities including more than two dozen new
features and a new job scheduling module. The many new features such as ‘Job Dashboard’
and ‘My Workspace’ allow users to more efficiently take control of multiple construction
projects.

Los Osos, CA (PRWEB) May 30, 2006 -- For over 20 years, MICS, the producer of Builder Information
System (BIS®), has been a leader in real-time construction accounting software that updates all of the
associated users' books, ledgers, job costs, and financials. Their newly upgraded BIS software offers enhanced
project management capabilities including more than two dozen new features and a new job scheduling module.

BIS® construction accounting software is recognized for its matchless ease of use. The familiar Windows®
interface makes learning the system a matter of hours instead of weeks. With three main edition lines--
Standard, Professional, and Enterprise--this real-time construction accounting software can accommodate the
needs of growing businesses.

Using standard Gantt Charts and Network Diagrams, users of the new Job Scheduling module can instantly see
the bottlenecks in their projects, and adjust them as necessary. This new module adds six reports in 22
variations to the more than 3,000 variations of reports already in this flagship BIS construction accounting
software program.

New features in this upgrade include:
* ‘Job Dashboard’ that provides an instant overview of one or many projects and includes direct access to
reports and a new including a Data Analysis feature
* Microsoft® MapPoint® users can employ of the BIS® to instantly get maps of customers, jobs, vendors, and
more
* ‘My Workspaces’ feature that allows BIS® users to customize multiple screen workspaces that saves time
when they "switch hats" from one set of tasks to another
* New, available Job Scheduling module that enables BIS® users to create activity lists from Budgets, or
Schedules of Values, or Free Form with a click of the mouse

Visit www.BISsoftware.com for a free demo of this three-time, 5-Star award-winning construction accounting
software.

About MICS
For over 20 years, MICS has been rooted in the construction industry. As a result, their accounting, job cost and
management software is designed by people from the construction business for people working in the
construction industry. BIS provides users the opportunity to step beyond limited, generic accounting software to
efficiently manage construction projects and accounting in real-time.
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Contact Information
Lisa Leutwyler
Builder Information System
http://www.bissoftware.com
800-838-6427

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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